
Legacy Gardens



Mornington Green is a botanical 
garden that reimagines how we  
celebrate life
Join us in transforming this former golf course  
into a beautifully landscaped Legacy Garden, where  
you and your family can watch memories grow.
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Planting a Legacy
One day we won’t be able to be there for the  
ones we love. When that day comes your family  
and friends can find comfort under the tree you  
planted together, to feel connected to you, when  
they need you the most. In these gardens, your  
ashes will be carefully treated and infused into  
a tree of your choice to live on for generations  
to come.

3 Steps to Create  
Your Living Legacy

Choose your Living  
Legacy Tree and  
location.

Watch your Living  
Legacy Tree grow.

Your loved ones return 
to commemorate your  
life in a beautiful familiar  
environment.
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Discover the Perfect Tree
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REDBUD
Loving and  
refreshing, the  
infamous Redbud 
captivates its  
admirers with  
its blossoming  
pea-like deep  
pink flowers.

FLOWERING 
APPLE  
Loving and poetic,  
the Flowering 
Apple displays 
delicate, fragrant, 
double-pink flowers 
towards the end  
of Spring.

JACARANDA
Wise, idealistic and
lucky, Jacarandas
display clusters of
delicate purple bell-
shaped flowers during 
the late Summer.

CREPE MYRTLE
Creative and passionate, 
Crepe Myrtles boast 
your choice of beautiful  
white, pink or purple 
clusters of flowers 
throughout the Summer.

SWEET GUM
Optimistic and
strong, the Sweet
Gum features
distinguishable
lobed-leaves that
turn brilliant shades
of purples, reds,
and oranges  
during Autumn.

GINKGO
Tenacious and
hopeful, the Ginkgo
displays fan-shaped
leaves turned
beautiful hues of 
gold throughout 
Autumn.

GOLDEN WATTLE
Honest, vivacious,
and resilient, the
iconic Golden
Wattle stands out
with its clusters of
sweet, fluffy
yellow flowers.

KAURI
Confident and strong,  
the Queensland Kauri 
towers high above the 
surrounding landscape,
captivating all with its 
molting smooth bark.

Size: S
Infusions: 1

Size: M
Infusions: 2

Size: XL
Infusions: 6

Size: S-XL
Infusions: 1-6

Size: XL
Infusions: 6

Size: M
Infusions: 2

Size: S
Infusions: 1

Size: XXL
Infusions: 8
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The Living Legacy Tree you plant helps create a rich immersive garden  
experience. We plant advanced trees, between 1 and 2 metres tall.

FLOWERING PEAR
Hopeful and resilient, 
the Ornamental  
Pear boasts delicate
clusters of white
flowers during
Spring.

TULIP MAGNOLIA 
Wise and  
compassionate, the 
elegant Tulip Magnolia 
displays beautiful  
goblet-shaped deep- 
purple flowers during 
the early Spring.

RED FLOWERING 
GUM
Ambitious and
strong, the Red
Flowering Gum
provides an intense
show of red flowers
that bloom
throughout the
Summer.

FLAME TREE
Charismatic and
passionate, the
Illawarra Flame
Tree displays fiery- 
red bell-shaped
flowers during the
early Summer.

JAPANESE
MAPLE
Peaceful and bold,
the Maple boasts
elegantly cut leaves
that turn a brilliant
bright crimson
during the Autumn.

OAK TREE
Noble, strong, and
intuitive, the Oak
puts on a show
throughout the
Autumn as its
lobed leaves
turn gorgeous
reds and yellows.

FLOWERING
YELLOW GUM
Loyal and
passionate,
Flowering Yellow
Gum boasts beautiful 
scarlet flowers  
during the Winter.

WHITE MAGNOLIA
Graceful and dignified,
the White Magnolia
reveals delicate goblet-
shaped ivory flowers
early in the Winter.

Size: M
Infusions: 2

Size: L
Infusions: 4

Size: XL
Infusions: 6

Size: XL
Infusions: 6

Size: L
Infusions: 4

Size: XL
Infusions: 6

Size: M
Infusions: 2

Size: L
Infusions: 4
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You, your friends and family are welcome to visit the  
gardens at any time of the year during opening hours. 
Our wish is to become a place where new traditions  
and memories are made.

Whether you would like to arrange a high-tea or lunch,  
grab a hamper and head for a picnic by your tree, or  
simply walk around the garden.

Watch Your Living  
Legacy Tree Grow

ST
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You get to choose the experience that is right for you and your family. Whether 
you prefer a small gathering or a larger group, our team will lovingly tailor your 
ceremony to your needs.

Your family will become a part of this unique experience that will honour both  
the life you lived and the thriving ecosystem you contributed to.

For Jonathan, the thought of his children being welcomed by hundreds of  
flowering trees while visiting his cherry blossom tree on his birthday gave him 
enormous comfort.

Create the Ideal ExperienceST
EP
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I just love thinking of my  
kids laughing and sharing  
stories under the flowery  
roof of hundreds of cherry  
blossom trees.
JONATHAN T.

“



Becoming a tree at Mornington Green  
Legacy Gardens helps to save the planet  
and save thousands compared to the  
cost of a traditional funeral.

Pre-planning relieves the burden 
• Planning in advance reduces emotional  
 and financial stress down the track 
• Pre-planting allows you to enjoy growing your  
 Legacy Tree with your family by your side

Choose the legacy you want to leave 
• Ensure that your life contributes to the growth of Mother Earth 
• Give your loved ones a beautiful place to visit and enjoy

The Best Time  
to Plant is Now

The thought of planning  
our funerals was daunting 
and we wanted to ease the  
burden for our loved ones.
So when we discovered  
choosing a tree in this 
beautiful location where  
we can spend precious  
family time, the decision 
was so easy.
MARGARET & PAUL D.

“
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You are invited to tour Mornington Green Legacy 
Gardens with your family. Take a peaceful stroll and 
let your feet sink into the lush green grass. You can 
discover your perfect Living Legacy Tree, and choose 
the perfect place for it to grow.

Book a Tour  
of the Gardens
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For every Living Legacy Tree planted  
at Mornington Green Legacy Gardens, 
an additional 200 trees will be planted  
(100 locally in Australia, and 100  
planted globally). 

Your forest footprint will double the 
amount of air you breathe in your lifetime, 
ensuring that you leave a positive impact 
on Mother Earth.

Your Impact
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Scattering ashes is an idea that many of us find appealing. But did you know 
that human ash has the same pH as bleach and very high levels of salt?

When scattered, untreated ashes impair the plant’s ability to grow and cause 
irreparable damage.

Using the patented Living Legacy Ash Treatment, we are able to detoxify  
the ash and restore the essential soil biology.

By transforming the ash, we assist the soil and the tree in exchanging  
energy and creating new life.

Soil Science
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Starting from $5,500+GST

Prices do vary depending on size and  
location. Please speak to one of our  
friendly Legacy Planners today to find 
the right package for you.

•  A tree of your choice from our 16  
 Living Legacy Trees (refer to pages 4/5).
•  Perpetual care and maintenance.
•  Life Celebration with high-tea for 15 people.
•  Living Legacy Ash Treatment.
•  A personalised plaque.
•  200 additional trees contributed to  
 Mother Earth (100 planted locally  
 in Australia, and 100 planted globally).

Our Living Legacy  
Tree Packages

Inclusions
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Call one of our Legacy Planners  
on 03 9059 4959 or visit our  
website for more information.

morningtongreen.com.au

Next Steps...
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The vision for the Legacy Gardens is for a collection of groves connected by  
spacious pathways and lawns, with feature accent trees dotted in-between.

Each grove is made up of a single signature species, with trees selected for their 
beauty, climatic suitability, and longevity within a perfectly serene landscape.  
This design offers families deeply immersive experiences as they bask under  
a canopy of blossoming flowers or autumn leaves. 

Our dedicated tree-care team uses the most advanced horticultural techniques 
and best practice forest planting processes to ensure Legacy Trees thrive.

Future Vision
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Somerville
Positioned in the prestigious Mornington 
Peninsula, Mornington Green Legacy 
Gardens is located in Somerville,  
50 minutes from Melbourne’s CBD.
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Local Café’s  
and Restaurants
•  Mitch and Co, Tyabb
•  CPTN Jacks, Somerville
•  Milkbar & Co., Mount Martha

Things to do
•  Peninsula Hot Springs, Fingal
•  Sunny Ridge Farm, Main Ridge
•  Enchanted Adventure Garden,  
 Arthurs Seat
• The Vintage Shed, Tyabb
• Tyabb Packing House Antiques

Wineries
•  Yabby Lake Winery, Tuerong
•  Trofeo Estate, Dromana
•  Ten Minutes by Tractor, Main Ridge

Legacy Gardens



Where Memories Grow

morningtongreen.com.au 
03 9058 4959

contact@morningtongreen.com.au
125 Tyabb-Tooradin Road

Somerville VIC 3912

Legacy Gardens


